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The highlights for the Company during
the 2020 financial year were:

Completion of Successful Dorado
appraisal drilling campaign
Incredible flow test results in Caley and Baxter
reservoirs during the Dorado-3 appraisal well
Dorado development planning commenced with
project currently performing Pre-FEED work
Acquisition of high quality Keraudren 3D seismic over
Dorado development area and nearby prospects
Significant prospects identified
nearby the Dorado discovery
Buffalo PSC signed and Treaty ratified moving the
Buffalo project to Timor-Leste jurisdiction
Buffalo oil field redevelopment plans progressed
with operations established in Timor-Leste
Carnarvon increased its equity and secured operatorship
in exciting Outtrim project in Carnarvon Basin
Progressed the suite of highly prospective
exploration assets across the North West Shelf
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Carnarvon Interests
as at 30 June 2020
in Australia and
Timor-Leste

Eagle Project
AC/P63 100%

Timor-Leste

Buffalo Project
Buffalo-PSC 100%

Condor Project
AC/P62 100%

Darwin

Taurus Project
Labyrinth Project
WA-521-P 100%

WA-523-P 100%

Phoenix Project
WA-435-P
WA-436-P
WA-437-P
WA-438-P

20%
30%
20%
30%

Katherine

Truscott

Wyndham
Kununurra

Outtrim Project
WA-155-P 70%

Derby
Broome

Port Hedland
Karratha
Onslow
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Dorado Project Background
In 2009, Carnarvon and its Joint Venture partner at
the time, secured considerable acreage in the Bedout
Sub-basin, offshore of Western Australia, through
interests in four exploration permits (WA-435-P,
WA-436-P, WA-437-P and WA-438-P). The permits lie
approximately 110km from the coast, offshore of Port
Hedland in Western Australia.
Prior to Carnarvon securing the exploration acreage,
this considerable area of the Bedout Sub-basin had
been relatively underexplored in comparison to the
prolific Carnarvon basin to the south-west and the
Bonaparte basin to the north-east. Following the
completion of a string of four wells in the 1970’s,
the Phoenix-1 and Phoenix-2 wells were drilled
in the early 1980’s. These Phoenix wells were
initially considered to be gas discoveries and were
subsequently not pursued, which was the driver for
Carnarvon’s original interest in the permits three
decades later.
The initial work on the permits involved an extensive
geological study and the acquisition of modern 3D
seismic which was a marked upgrade to the existing
legacy 2D seismic. The 3D seismic acquisition
confirmed two significant prospects in Phoenix South

within WA-435-P and Roc in WA-437-P. As a result,
interest in the permits grew and the Joint Venture
farmed out interests in the project to new partners
who funded the exploration drilling costs to test the
Phoenix South and Roc targets.
The Phoenix South-1 well was drilled in the WA-435-P
permit in 2014 discovering light oil which became the
catalyst for further Bedout-Sub basin exploration. This
discovery was followed by the Roc-1 well in WA-437-P
in late 2015 which discovered a condensate rich gas.
The Roc field was successfully appraised in 2016 with
the achievement of a historic flow test during the Roc2 well, confirming the ability of the hydrocarbons to
flow from the quality Caley reservoir at depths of over
4,000 metres.
In 2018, the Dorado-1 exploration well discovered
a significant light oil column and condensate rich
gas in a number of additional reservoirs. The
reservoir qualities exceeded pre-drill estimates
and hydrocarbons were recovered across the four
reservoirs in the well (being the Caley, Baxter, Crespin
and Milne reservoirs) with a total hydrocarbon net pay
of 132 meters.

Nobel’s Tom Prosser rig on site during the
Dorado Appraisal campaign.
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Dorado Appraisal (WA-437-P)
(Carnarvon 20%, Santos is the Operator)
In 2019, the Joint Venture moved expediently to
appraise the landmark Dorado discovery. The
appraisal program commenced with the Dorado-2
well which was completed at the beginning of
the financial year and confirmed the major oil and
condensate rich gas resource at Dorado.
The Dorado-2 appraisal well, located around two
kilometres from the Dorado-1 exploration well,
intersected an oil-water contact as planned which
enabled the refinement of the range of recoverable
oil resource. High quality oil was extracted from
the reservoir and the excellent reservoir properties
encountered were comparable to those discovered in
the Dorado-1 well. Significantly, the well encountered
high quality and productive reservoirs in each target.
Condensate rich gas was also extracted from the
Baxter reservoir with wireline logging confirming
that a hydrocarbon column was encountered with
no gas-water contact, as expected. Pressure data
indicates that the column likely extends for several
hundred meters below the depth encountered in the
well. Highly condensate rich gas samples were also
recovered from the Milne reservoir. Importantly the
reservoirs down to the Milne level were also of high
quality which will be important in development.
The Dorado-3 well, being the second and final Dorado
appraisal well, was located approximately 900 meters
north-west of the Dorado-1 well discovery location.
With the successful appraisal in the Dorado-2 well,
the Dorado-3 well was designed to enhance the Joint
Venture’s confidence in the subsurface characteristics.
Importantly, the key highlights of the Dorado-3 well
were the highly successful flow tests in the Baxter and
Caley reservoirs.
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Figure 1. Schematic image of the Dorado field and
Dorado-1 and Dorado-2 well locations.
The first flow test, of the Baxter reservoir, achieved a
maximum possible measured rate of approximately
48 million standard cubic feet (“MM scf”) per day of
gas and 4,500 barrels (“bbls”) per day of associated
condensate through a 60/64” choke. This is
equivalent to approximately 15,300 barrels of oil
equivalent (“boe”) per day using Carnarvon’s 4.45
Bscf per MMBoe conversion rate for the Baxter gas.
The well test was conducted over an approximate 7.4
metre interval of net Baxter reservoir and importantly
was achieved with only 150 psi drawdown.
The second test, of the Caley reservoir, was
completed soon after and successfully confirmed
that the Caley reservoir was capable of delivering
oil at significant production flow rates. The oil flow
rate achieved in the Caley reservoir was one of the
highest from a North West Shelf appraisal well test.
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The Caley reservoir was tested over an approximate
11 metre section of reservoir. The initial clean-up flow
rate achieved a maximum possible measured rate
of approximately 11,000 barrels per day of oil and 21
million standard cubic feet per day of associated gas
through a 68/34” choke. The results were achieved
with a 220 psi drawdown and, as with the Baxter test,
the Caley flow rate was constrained by the capacity
of the test equipment on the rig. The results indicate
the very high potential for flow rates of up to 30,000
barrels per day from each future production well in
the Caley reservoir.
The Dorado appraisal program was successfully
completed with the well and flow test results
exceeding pre-test expectations and confirming the
high quality of the reservoirs in Dorado.
The Joint Venture also completed the Roc South-1
exploration well during the year. While the well did
not encounter a commercial quantity of hydrocarbons,
Carnarvon is confident the result does not materially
impact other exploration targets in the region.

Dorado Development (WA-437-P)
(Carnarvon 20%, Santos is the Operator)
The scale and quality of the Dorado project enabled
the Joint Venture to move quickly to the development
planning phase. Key milestones towards this goal
were reached during the year, as the project evolved
through the concept select phase and then into preFront End Engineering Design (“pre-FEED”) workflows.
The work to date strongly supports an initial
development concept which focuses on extracting
the liquids (oil and condensate). The field’s gas and
LPG’s can be reinjected into the reservoir and through
a process of miscible flooding, will maintain reservoir
pressures and importantly, improve oil displacement
and recovery. The gas and LPG’s can then be
considered for subsequent production in a potential
second stage development.
Plans for this first stage liquids extraction were
considerably advanced during the year with the
preliminary field development plan encompassing
a single Well-Head Platform (“WHP”) connected to
a nearby Floating Production Storage and Offtake
(“FPSO”) vessel via sub-sea flowlines and control
lines.
The WHP is designed to be a normally unmanned
installation with minimal processing facilities. It will
be remotely operated from the FPSO using subsea control lines. Expressions of interest have been
received from a significant number of companies for
the construction and installation of the WHP in 90
metres of water depth, and an invitation to tender has
been extended to a short list of those companies.
The WHP has the capacity to accommodate up to 16
individual wells from a single drill centre. During the
initial phase of development, gas will be reinjected via
some of these wells into the reservoir, as previously
mentioned, to enhance oil recovery.
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The Nobel Corporation’s Tom Prosser rig utilised in
the Dorado drilling campaign
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Figure 2. Proposed Dorado Field Development Layout.
The FPSO is planned to be located around two
kilometres from the WHP and will be connected to the
seabed by a disconnectable turret mooring system.
The FPSO includes the processing facilities for the
oil and gas being delivered from the reservoir via
the wells and WHP and allows for storage of oil and
condensate as well as offloading to a separate offtake
tanker.
Pre-FEED contracts were awarded to three leading
FPSO vessel contractors during the year. Under
the terms of the contracts, the parties will work
independently to advance their FPSO designs
and mature their vessel construction plans and
supply terms. This competitive process will ensure
the Joint Venture is able to consider the optimal
technical design, cost and schedule for the provision
of the FPSO. This process will also determine the
contracting strategy for the FPSO.
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The FPSO and WHP are connected via around two
kilometres of flowlines and control umbilicals that are
laid on the sea-floor, together referred to as SURF
(Subsea Umbilicals, Risers and Flowlines). A local
engineering contractor is undertaking the pre-FEED
design work on the Dorado SURF components. This
will lead to detailed field layout definition.
The work to date has been critical towards formally
commencing FEED work for the project. Carnarvon
is working very closely with the operator to ensure
that the components required to formally commence
FEED are completed in order to achieve, subject to
market conditions, a Final Investment Decision (“FID”)
in 2021.
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Exploration – Greater Bedout Area (WA435-P, WA-436-P, WA-437-P and WA-438-P)
(Carnarvon 20%-30%, Santos is the Operator)
The Roc-1 and Dorado-1 well discoveries have
provided important information unlocked the greater
Bedout sub-basin, which was historically underexplored prior to the Phoenix South-1 well drilled in
2014 by Carnarvon and its joint venture partners at
the time. Over the years, the joint venture partners
have changed but Carnarvon has remained as the
one core constant since the beginning of the modern
journey in unlocking the frontier Bedout Sub-basin.
The next step in unlocking the exploration potential of
the Bedout was the Keraudren 3D seismic acquisition
which completed Phase 1 during the year. The
purpose of the survey was to improve on the existing
3D seismic, specifically over the Dorado development
area and nearby exploration targets.
Carnarvon has already received the fast-tracked
version of the Keraudren data, with the final data set
to be merged with the existing Capreolus 3D Seismic.
This work will be completed towards the end of this
calendar year. The data quality of the Keraudren 3D
seismic has been a marked improvement over the
existing data and has not only enhanced the Dorado
development but it has also illuminated the exciting
near field exploration targets.
Most importantly, the structural integrity of the Apus
and Pavo prospects have been confirmed by the
Keraudren 3D seismic. In many ways, these are both
similar to Dorado in that they are stratigraphic traps
along the middle Triassic canyon escarpment cuts of
the area.
Apus has a larger closure in area than Dorado with
similar stacked reservoir objectives. Pavo is more like
Dorado in scale, although on seismic there appears
to be more reservoir at this prospect. Apus and Pavo
also contain shallower reservoir targets compared
with Dorado that would likely lower future drilling
campaign costs.
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Figure 3. Map of top Caley/TR15 with well
locations and significant prospects in the Bedout
Sub-basin.

In addition to Pavo and Apus, there are numerous
new prospects and leads being advanced on the
Keraudren 3D, some of which are within tie back
distance to the Dorado field.
Carnarvon’s acreage across the Bedout Sub-Basin is
of a scale which is equivalent in size to the inboard
Carnarvon basin that is made up of the Dampier,
Barrow and Exmouth sub basins. These basins
contain a large number of successful oil and gas
fields. The scale and under explored nature of the
Bedout sub-basin presents an exciting exploration
future and a very rare opportunity in Australia, and
in fact the world, for Carnarvon to continue on this
journey of uncovering a brand-new petroleum basin
and to explore its most significant targets.
Carnarvon plans to continue its journey of uncovering
this brand-new petroleum basin and maturing the
200 plus prospects and leads currently identified and
adding to this portfolio as the sub-basin becomes
more comprehensively understood.
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Buffalo Project Background
(Carnarvon 100% and Operator)
Carnarvon was awarded the WA-523-P permit within
the Bonaparte Basin of Australia in May 2016, which
included the previously developed Buffalo oil field.

Figure 4. Map of WA-523-P permit
and the Buffalo PSC.

The initial technical work was focused on
reprocessing the 3D seismic data using a number of
new technologies, including Full Waveform Inversion
(FWI) technology. The FWI reprocessing considerably
improved the data quality, allowing clearer analysis
of key intervals in and around the Buffalo oil field.
The subsequent technical work supported the
interpretation of a significant attic oil accumulation
remaining after the original development, based on
sub-optimal positioning of early wells using poorly
processed seismic data.
In March 2018, the Australian and Timor-Leste
Governments signed a Maritime Boundary Treaty
(“Treaty”) in order to redefine the maritime boundary
between the two countries. The Buffalo project was
to be affected by the boundary change, resulting in
the Buffalo oil field redevelopment being undertaken
within Timor-Leste’s jurisdiction. A portion of WA523-P, however, was to remain within Australia’s
jurisdiction, which contains undrilled exploration
prospects.
Following the signing of the Treaty, Carnarvon
commenced extensive negotiations to secure
a Production Sharing Contract (“PSC”) with the
governments of Timor-Leste and Australia, and
in consultation with the respective government
regulators, Autoridade Nacional do Petróleo e
Minerais (“ANPM”) and Noational Offshore Petroleum
Titles Administrator (“NOPTA”).
The Treaty between Australia and Timor-Leste
was ratified in August 2019 which finalised the
maritime boundary change. Immediately following
the ratification, Carnarvon signed a PSC confirming
ongoing title to the Buffalo oil field and the
surrounding exploration acreage.
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Exchange of Gifts at the Buffalo PSC Signing Ceremony.
One of the key conditions of the Treaty was that the
affected parties, such as Carnarvon, would be granted
security of title with conditions equivalent to those
previously in place under Australian domestic law.
Importantly, Carnarvon’s PSC achieves a similar net
back after government taxes and duties to Carnarvon,
when compared to Australia’s offshore PRRT regime.
Carnarvon also received formal recognition for
previous work undertaken whilst WA-523-P was
under the Australian regulatory regime. In particular,
the approval of the Environmental Plan to drill
three wells into the Buffalo field by NOPSEMA was
accepted by Timor-Leste authorities and will continue
to be utilised in the project.
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Buffalo Project (TL-SO-T 19-14 PSC)
(Carnarvon 100% and Operator)
Following the finalisation of the maritime boundary
change, Carnarvon expeditiously established
its operations in Timor-Leste. This included the
establishment of an office and the employment of
staff in Dili, the capital of Timor-Leste. Carnarvon has
continued to advance its operational readiness to
ensure it, or an incoming operating partner, has the
appropriate systems required for the development,
drilling and production of the Buffalo oil field. The
continuation of these workflows will ensure that the
Buffalo project is poised to recommence once a
suitable partner has been introduced to the project.
Carnarvon has also undertaken additional technical
work to refine the follow up potential to the Buffalo
oil field. The technical work includes geochemical
studies to assess the Triassic prospectivity and
source rock potential within the project in light of
the compelling evidence for these working Triassic
petroleum systems across the North West Shelf of
Australia and within the Timor Sea.
In particular, Carnarvon has identified the Buffalo
Deep prospect, which lies below the Buffalo oil field.
A comprehensive geochemistry study aims to provide
identification of a working Triassic petroleum system
and to de-risk the charge concepts for the Triassic
targets, including Buffalo Deep.
Carnarvon continued its process to introduce a
partner to the Buffalo project. Acquiring a suitable
partner will assist with financing the project which will
be vital as Carnarvon works towards bringing both the
Dorado and Buffalo fields into production.
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Taurus Project (WA-523-P)
(Carnarvon 100% and Operator)
A significant portion of the WA-523-P exploration
permit will still remain in Australian waters, following
the maritime boundary change.
Carnarvon continued its technical analysis during the
year to identify additional exploration potential within
the permit. The work to date has been very promising
with mapping of the existing seismic identifying
numerous prospects and leads.
The standout prospect is Angus, which is a dual
stacked Jurassic and Triassic structure. The Triassic
structure is almost 70 square kilometres in area
and with the overlying Jurassic, it could be a very
significant oil discovery in the region. Within WA523-P there are several follow-up drilling targets at
Jurassic and Triassic levels. WA-523-P is an excellent
exploration block as it is within the known Jurassic
petroleum system, likely to be oil bearing rather than
gas, with excellent reservoir rocks. The upside in the
permit is the unproven and undrilled Upper Triassic
interval, well known onshore Timor-Leste to be the
source for many of the known oil seeps. A discovery
within the Triassic interval would open up a new
petroleum province in the region and could have a
significant effect on Carnarvon’s exploration portfolio
in this region.
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Outtrim Project (WA-155-P)
(Carnarvon 70% and Operator)
The Outtrim project is in the Barrow sub-basin,
within the Carnarvon Basin of the North West Shelf
of Australia. Carnarvon recently increased its equity
to 70% and secured operatorship of the WA-155-P
permit, which forms the Outtrim project.
The Outtrim project contains the Palmerston,
Belgravia and Belgravia-East prospects, all Triassic
Mungaroo gas targets. Carnarvon believes there
to be significant gas potential in this area of the
Carnarvon Basin, as outlined in figure 5.
The Triassic play system is the most successful
petroleum play within the North West Shelf creating
a heartland of LNG scale gas and condensate
discoveries. Triassic reservoirs have underpinned
fields such as Gorgon, Rankin and Wheatstone. The
petroleum traps within this play tend to be simple
fault block structures with excellent reservoir quality,
dependant on depth of burial.

The Palmerston prospect, which is a fault bounded
Triassic structure, sits on the eastern side of the Alpha
Arch. While this Triassic play has been successful
in the Gorgon field further outboard to the Outtrim
area, there are several sub-economic discoveries on
the nearby Alpha Arch which have proved a working
petroleum system in the region. Palmerston has the
potential to have over 500 metres of Jurassic shales
over the top of the structure, which differentiates the
prospect from those on the Alpha Arch to the west.
The thickness of these sealing shales could indicate
the potential to trap a larger hydrocarbon column,
meaning any discoveries could be significantly larger
than those on the Alpha Arch.
This north-east block of the WA-155-P permit was
only recently amalgamated back into the rest of
the project and Carnarvon is still evaluating the
prospective resource, including the potential size, at
Palmerston. Given the surrounding infrastructure, a
discovery could be used as backfill gas for existing
LNG projects, or alternatively tied into the domestic
gas system either as a standalone project or via
already existing gas plants.
In the western graticular block of the permit lies
the Belgravia prospect, which has been upgraded
following the Swell-1 well previously drilled by
Woodside Petroleum. The Swell-1 well, whilst being
a tight gas discovery, is encouraging because it
confirms the presence of a working petroleum
system, over a large hydrocarbon column, only some
20 kilometres from the Belgravia prospect.
Carnarvon’s mapping indicated the crest of the
Belgravia structure is up-dip of the Swell-1 gas
discovery and around 650 metres shallower than the
Swell structure. Typically, reservoir quality improves
at shallower depths. Accordingly, on face value,
Belgravia could expect to contain better reservoir
quality compared to that reported at Swell.

Figure 5. Top Triassic map of Belgravia and
Palmerston prospects within WA-155-P.
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During the year, Carnarvon progressed its regional
Triassic mapping, through which Carnarvon has also
observed that the Belgravia prospect could be part
of a much larger structure that Carnarvon refers to as
the Jurabi-Belgravia-Swell structure (“JBS structure”),
as indicated in figure 6.
The JBS structure has been proven to contain gas
based on the down-dip Swell-1 well (Top Triassic is
around 4,500 metres below seabed) and the up dip
Jurabi well (Top Triassic is around 3,600 metres below
seabed). Both wells were reported as relatively low
porosity Triassic gas discoveries.
Carnarvon undertook an analysis to determine
the reason for the low porosity sands, noting that
comparable Triassic gas fields on the North West
Shelf of Australia have higher porosities. This analysis
included cutting based thin section petrography work
which indicated that the Swell-1 and Jurabi-1 wells are
likely cemented due to hydrothermal fluids. This type
of cementation is usually quite aerially limited and as
such would indicate the porosity reduction is a local
affect around the wells within proximity to faults.
The consequence is that the porosity and reservoir
quality within the Belgravia and Belgravia-East
prospects, and potentially within the larger JBS
structure, could potentially be similar to the other
nearby commercial Triassic gas fields. If the average
porosity across the JBS structure was even marginally
better than that observed in the Swell-1 and Jurabi-1
wells, this would have a significant beneficial effect
on permeability, potentially reclassifying a tight gas
discovery into a significant gas field discovery.
Given the significant scale of the JBS structure, which
is similar to other fields on the North West Shelf, there
is considerable potential from what could already
be a significant discovery. On this basis, Carnarvon
plans to mature this project through a future farmout to progress towards further testing the highly
prospective Belgravia and Palmerston opportunities.
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Figure 6. Top Triassic model of the “JBS structure”
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Figure 7. Outline of the AC/P62 and AC/P63 permits in
relation to existing fields.

Condor and Eagle Projects
(AC/P62 and AC/P63)
(Carnarvon 100% and operator)
Carnarvon was awarded the AC/P62 (Condor) permit
in November 2017 and the AC/P63 (Eagle) permit in
February 2018 within the Vulcan sub-basin. Carnarvon
identified the opportunity to secure these assets
whilst developing its extensive regional database
across the North West Shelf of Australia.
The Vulcan sub-basin is a proven and prolific region
within the greater Bonaparte basin, containing
numerous oil and gas fields. The acquisition of brand
new MC3D Cygnus pSDM seismic data has been a
game changer for the basin, which has historically
been hampered by poor quality vintage data.
With considerable assistance from the improved data,
Carnarvon has identified several exciting prospects
and leads across the Condor and Eagle projects.
Within the Condor project, the standout prospect
is Moa, which is a new play type for the North-West
shelf of Australia, offering great potential for a large
resource. Moa is a late Permian carbonate reef oil
prospect of 132km2 and is associated with at least four
other leads of this Permian age.
During the year, Carnarvon was granted a suspension
and extension approval from the regulator for the AC/
P62 permit. The grant of the approval for AC/P62 will
allow Carnarvon additional time to assess the third
phase of the Cygnus 3D data which will be available
towards the end of the year.
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Carnarvon’s work to date in the Vulcan Sub-basin
has been greatly enhanced by the utilisation of the
high-quality Cygnus 3D survey which was completed
by Polarcus in 2018. This third phase of the Cygnus
data will cover a 317 square kilometres region of
the Condor permit which has historically only been
covered by 2D seismic.
The technical work on the existing 2D seismic data
has shown the possibilities for Cretaceous, Jurassic,
Triassic and Permian fault blocks in this area. The
new 3D seismic will clarify the prospectivity of this
area. Significantly, given the depth and location of the
prospects, there is great potential for these targets to
be oil charged.
Carnarvon was also granted a suspension and
extension approval for the Eagle permit, AC/P63.
The approval was to accommodate for the delays
which have been experienced due to the COVID-19
restrictions.
The technical work to date has successfully derisked the reservoir, presence of oil and the quality
of hydrocarbons in the Eagle project. The recent
Orchid discovery, nearby to the Eagle permit, has also
enhanced the potential of the identified prospects.
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The standout target identified to date within AC/P63
is the Toucan prospect. Toucan is a large, Middle
Jurassic, fault bounded structure with seven square
kilometre areal extent and 140 metre structural closure.
The structure sits on the North-east flank of the Skua
Trough, with access to migration of hydrocarbons
generated by the proven Middle and Late Jurassic
(Lower Vulcan and Plover) oil-prone source rocks.
The nearby discoveries of Skua, Talbot, Cassini and
Challis oil fields confirm effective migration from the
Skua and other surrounding kitchens which gives
considerable optimism for the Toucan prospect.
Carnarvon is currently seeking farm-in interest for the
Condor and Eagle projects in order to progress the
exciting prospects they contain.

Labyrinth Project (WA-521-P)
(Carnarvon 100% and operator)
WA-521-P (Labyrinth project), is located in the
Roebuck Basin in the North West Shelf of Western
Australia.
This frontier acreage, which lies directly to the north
of the Company’s Bedout permits, was acquired by
Carnarvon in 2016 and has been de-risked following
the Bedout discoveries. Carnarvon holds 100%
equity in the WA-521-P permit, comprising an area of
approximately 5,057 square kilometres.
The Discovery of hydrocarbons in the Late Triassic
section of the Phoenix South-3 well, has enhanced
confidence in the hydrocarbon charge within the
adjoining WA-521-P Permit. Carnarvon is encouraged
by the Late Triassic oil prone source rocks in the
Labyrinth permit which are currently within the oil
window. This has led to comparison with the proven
Late Triassic petroleum systems of the Birds Head
area of West Papua, Indonesia and Timor Island.
The nearby Nebo-1 well drilled in the early 1990’s and
flowing around 2,000 barrels of oil per day on test,
demonstrated that Triassic oil can migrate vertically
into Jurassic reservoirs. With the WA-521-P permit
containing several large Jurassic structures across
multiple reservoirs, there is considerable potential
contained within the Labyrinth project.
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The standout target is the Ivory prospect, estimated
to contain 420 million barrels of mean recoverable oil
over two levels (refer to page 22). Ivory is located in
approximately 350 metres water depth.
The primary reservoir of the mid-Jurassic Depuch
sandstone is relatively shallow at approximately 2,700
meters below sea level. This reservoir is typically of
excellent quality, with porosities averaging around
30% and consisting of hundreds of meters of thick
deltaic sandstones. The secondary target is the
Upper Bedout formation at approximately 3,400
metres below sea level. At the Ivory location, these
sandstones are overlain by approximately 200 to
300 metres of seismically mapped shaly facies
which support an effective seal. Both of the reservoir
objectives in this Ivory prospect can be targeted with
a single well.
Success in the Ivory target would open a new play
fairway across 16 additional prospects and leads. With
the geological analysis to date identifying 1.5 billion
barrels of recoverable prospective resources within
these prospects across the permit (refer to page 22),
there is significant follow up potential.
The prospects within the Labyrinth project could be
further strengthened by upgraded seismic data which
would in turn increase the confidence to drill.
Carnarvon continued its farm out process to acquire
a suitable partner to evaluate the significant oil
prospects. With the industry’s increased focus on the
region following the Dorado discovery, the nearby
Labyrinth project represents a compelling exploration
opportunity.

Maracas Project (WA-524-P)
(Divested during the year)
Following the completion of the primary term
commitments for the WA-524-P permit, Carnarvon
elected to surrender the permit back to the regulator.
Whilst Carnarvon’s technical work identified some
prospectivity, these were not deemed to be material
within the Company’s portfolio. Carnarvon made the
prudent decision to not continue with the Maracas
project and focus on its other quality assets.
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Production

Reserves
Proved
Proved & Probable
Proved, Probable & Possible

Commercial

Contingent Resources

Discovered, no field development plan
approved or not yet economic

Prospective Resources

Exploration prospectivity

RESERVE ASSESSMENT
Petroleum Resource Classification,
Categorisation and Definitions
Carnarvon calculates reserves and resources
according to the Society of Petroleum Engineers’
Petroleum Resource Management System (“SPEPRMS”) definition of petroleum resources. Carnarvon
reports reserves and resources in line with ASX
Listing Rules.
Reserves
Reserves represent that part of resources which are
commercially recoverable and have been justified
for development, while contingent and prospective
resources are less certain because some commercial
or technical hurdle must be overcome prior to there
being confidence in the eventual production of the
volumes.
Carnarvon does not yet have any reported reserves.
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Contingent Resources
Contingent resources are less certain than
reserves. These are resources that are potentially
recoverable but not yet considered mature enough
for commercial development due to technological
or business hurdles. For contingent resources to
move into the reserves category, the key conditions,
or contingencies, that prevented commercial
development must be clarified and removed. As an
example, all required internal and external approvals
should be in place or determined to be forthcoming,
including environmental and governmental approvals.
There also must be evidence of firm intention
by a company’s management to proceed with
development within a reasonable time frame (typically
5 years, though it could be longer).
Based on the results of drilling and testing to date,
the following Contingent Resource estimates are
provided.
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Gross Contingent Resources
Gross at 30 June 2019
Permit
Dorado
WA-437-P
Roc
WA-437-P
Phoenix South WA-435-P
Phoenix
WA-435-P
Buffalo
WA-523-P
Total

Light Oil and Condensate
MMSTB
MMSTB
MMSTB
1C
2C
3C
86
162
285
12
20
35
7
17
30
2
7
16
15
31
48
122
236
413

Free & Associated Gas
BSCF
BSCF
BSCF
1C
2C
3C
367
748
1,358
204
332
580
1,938

Barrels of Oil Equivalent
MMBOE MMBOE MMBOE
1C
2C
3C
176
344
614
48
78
137
7
17
30
2
7
16
15
31
48
248
477
844

Technical Revision
Permit
Dorado
WA-437-P
Roc
WA-437-P
Phoenix South WA-435-P
Phoenix
WA-435-P
Buffalo
WA-523-P
Total

Light Oil and Condensate
MMSTB
MMSTB
MMSTB
1C
2C
3C
-

Free & Associated Gas
BSCF
BSCF
BSCF
1C
2C
3C
-

Barrels of Oil Equivalent
MMBOE MMBOE MMBOE
1C
2C
3C
-

Gross at 30 June 2020
Permit
Dorado
WA-437-P
Roc
WA-437-P
Phoenix South WA-435-P
Phoenix
WA-435-P
Buffalo
WA-523-P
Total

Light Oil and Condensate
MMSTB
MMSTB
MMSTB
1C
2C
3C
86
162
285
12
20
35
7
17
30
2
7
16
15
31
48
122
236
413

Free & Associated Gas
BSCF
BSCF
BSCF
1C
2C
3C
367
748
1,358
204
332
580
1,938

Barrels of Oil Equivalent
MMBOE MMBOE MMBOE
1C
2C
3C
176
344
614
48
78
137
7
17
30
2
7
16
15
31
48
248
477
844

Free & Associated Gas
BSCF
BSCF
BSCF
1C
2C
3C
73
150
272
41
66
116
114
216
388

Barrels of Oil Equivalent
MMBOE MMBOE MMBOE
1C
2C
3C
35
69
123
10
16
27
1
3
6
0
1
3
15
31
48
62
120
207

571

571

1,080

1,080

Net Contingent Resources
Net at 30 June 2020

Dorado
Roc
Phoenix South
Phoenix
Buffalo
Total

Permit
WA-437-P
WA-437-P
WA-435-P
WA-435-P
WA-523-P

Light Oil and Condensate
MMSTB
MMSTB
MMSTB
1C
2C
3C
17
32
57
2
4
7
1
3
6
0
1
3
15
31
48
37
72
121

Prospective Resource Estimates
Prospective resources are estimated volumes
associated with undiscovered accumulations.
These represent quantities of petroleum which
are estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially
recoverable from oil and gas deposits identified on
the basis of indirect evidence but which have not yet
been drilled. This class represents a higher risk than
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contingent resources since the risk of discovery is
also added. For prospective resources to become
classified as contingent resources, hydrocarbons
must be discovered, the accumulations must be
further evaluated and an estimate of quantities
that would be recoverable under appropriate
development projects prepared.
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Net Prospective Resources

Permit
Pavo Caley
Apus Caleyi
Apus Baxteri
Apus Crespini
Apus Milnei
Roc-2 C/D
Roc Satellites

WA-438-P
WA-437/8-P
WA-437/8-P
WA-437/8-P
WA-437/8-P
WA-437-P
WA-437-P

Bewdy

WA-437-P

Bottler
Peng
Mensa Caley
Mensa Barret (Phoenix)
Lupus
Indus
Araii
Bandy Rankinii
Belgravia
Ivory
Ivory deep
Mouse
Mouse deep
Zebra
Hammock deep
Mahogany
Weaver
Total

WA-437-P
WA-437-P
WA-435-P
WA-435-P
WA-435-P
WA-435-P
WA-435/6-P
WA-435/6-P
WA-155-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P
WA-521-P

(i)
(ii)
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30%
20/30%
20/30%
20/30%
20/30%
20%
20%

MMBBL
P90
3
2
1
2
8
1
0

Light Oil and Condensate
MMBBL MMBBL MMBBL
P50
Pmean
P10
19
25
54
18
25
56
12
24
63
25
39
96
41
55
121
1
1
2
1
2
4

BSCF
P90
1
1
0
1
2
11
6

Free & Associated Gas
BSCF
BSCF
P50
Pmean
9
32
9
33
6
31
12
52
21
73
22
24
23
29

BSCF
P10
75
75
68
116
164
40
60

MMBOE
P90
3
2
1
2
8
2
1

Barrels of Oil Equivalent
Probability Risked
MMBOE MMBOE MMBOE Geological MMBOE
P50
Pmean
P10
Success
Pmean
20
30
67
34%
10.3
20
31
69
21%
6.5
13
29
74
21%
6.0
27
49
116
21%
10.0
44
68
149
21%
13.9
5
6
9
66%
3.7
5
7
14
45%
3.0

20%

0

2

6

14

0

2

6

17

0

2

7

17

32%

2.1

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20/30%
20/30%
70%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
20
6
40
3
20
8
22
3
146

3
1
6
14
0
1
19
16
1
170
48
202
33
179
112
94
25
1,043

6
2
10
33
2
3
43
36
5
322
99
278
62
382
249
148
44
1,901

15
5
24
84
4
8
114
93
13
828
243
618
152
924
630
332
106
4,602

1
15
1
2
11
51

4
61
16
37
125
345

5
89
69
69
308
819

9
200
33
89
178
774
1,896

0
0
4
1
0
1
1
1
2
20
6
40
3
20
8
22
3
155

3
2
17
14
3
8
19
16
23
170
48
202
33
179
112
94
25
1,103

6
3
26
33
14
16
43
36
59
322
99
278
62
382
249
148
44
2,045

15
7
59
89
20
40
114
93
149
828
243
618
152
924
630
332
106
4,934

32%
40%
17%
38%
14%
14%
10%
14%
29%
18%
13%
18%
13%
13%
13%
13%
13%

2.0
1.2
4.4
12.4
1.9
2.2
4.3
5.0
17.2
58.0
12.9
50.0
8.1
49.7
32.4
19.2
5.7
341.9

Note Apus prospect lies across WA-437-P and WA-438-P in which Carnarvon has 20% and 30% equity respectively
Note Ara and Bandy prospects lies across WA-435-P and WA-436-P in which Carnarvon has 20% and 30% equity respectively
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Notes on Petroleum Resource Estimates
Unless otherwise stated, all petroleum resource
estimates are quoted as at 30 June 2020 at standard
oilfield conditions of 14.696 psi (101.325 kPa) and 60
degrees Fahrenheit (15.56 deg Celsius).
Carnarvon is not aware of any new information or
data that materially affects the information included in
the Reserves Statement. All the material assumptions
and technical parameters underpinning the estimates
in the Reserves Statement continue to apply and have
not materially changed.
Carnarvon uses both deterministic and probabilistic
methods for estimation of petroleum resources at the
field and project levels. Unless otherwise stated, all
petroleum estimates reported at the company level
are aggregated by arithmetic summation by category.
Conversion from gas to barrels of oil equivalent is
based on Gross Heating Value. The conversion is
based on composition of gas in each reservoir and
is 4.07 Bscf/MMboe, 3.85 Bscf/MMboe, 4.16 Bscf/
MMboe, 4.45 Bscf/MMboe, and 3.87 Bscf/MMboe
for the Upper Caley, Caley associated gas, Crespin,
Baxter and Milne reservoirs, respectively, that
make up the Dorado Contingent Resource. For all
other gas resources the Company uses a constant
conversion factor of 5.7 Bscf/MMboe. Volumes of
oil and condensate, defined as ‘C5 plus’ petroleum
components, are converted from MMbbl to MMboe
on a 1:1 ratio.
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The estimates of petroleum resources are based
on and fairly represent information and supporting
documentation prepared by qualified petroleum
reserves and resources evaluators. The estimates
have been approved by the Company’s Chief
Operating Officer, Mr Philip Huizenga, who is a
full-time employee of Carnarvon. Mr Huizenga has
over 25 years’ experience in petroleum exploration
and engineering. Mr Huizenga holds a Bachelor
Degree in Engineering and a Master’s Degree in
Petroleum Engineering and is a member of the
Society of Petroleum Engineers. Mr Huizenga is
qualified in accordance with ASX Listing Rules and
has consented to the form and context in which this
statement appears.
There are numerous uncertainties inherent in
estimating reserves and resources, and in projecting
future production, development expenditures,
operating expenses and cash flows. Oil and gas
reserve engineering and resource assessment must
be recognised as a subjective process of estimating
subsurface accumulations of oil and gas that cannot
be measured in an exact way.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
The Group reports an after-tax loss $4,137,000 for
the financial year ending 30 June 2020 (2019: loss:
$8,021,000).
Carnarvon’s balance sheet remained strong with
cash and cash equivalents of $113,632,000 (2019:
$73,900,000), no debt and minimal commitments
going forward.
During the financial year, Carnarvon successfully
completed a capital raising through a placement
to sophisticated and institutional investors raising
$78,671,000 after fees. The Placement provided
additional funds for Carnarvon’s appraisal and
exploration activities, engineering and design work
for Dorado and a new 3D seismic acquisition over
the Dorado and Roc fields and over prospective
exploration prospects within the Bedout sub-basin.
The Company invested a further $33,753,000 on
its exploration assets. Most of these costs were
in relation to the drilling costs for the Dorado-2,
Dorado-3 and Roc South-1 wells and the Keraudren
3D seismic acquisition, all within the Company’s
Bedout project. In addition, the Company continued
its preparatory work for the Buffalo oil field
redevelopment and other exploration projects.
Carnarvon wrote off $1,174,000 (2019: $0) during
the year of exploration expenditure which was
previously capitalised. This expenditure related to
the WA-524-P permit, containing the Maracas project.
Whilst Carnarvon’s technical work identified some
prospectivity, these were not deemed to be material
within the Company’s portfolio and the permit was
relinquished to the regulator.
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The Company recorded A$1,037,000 (2019:
$629,000) in other financial assets as at 30 June
2020. This represents the current value of the shares
held by Carnarvon in CWX Global Limited (formerly
Loyz Energy Limited) (“CWX”). The movement reflects
the increase in the value of the shares during the year
which has been recorded on the income statement
for the year ended 30 June 2020. The shares were
received as settlement of the deferred consideration
asset relating to the 2014 sale of half of Carnarvon’s
former interests in its producing concessions in
Thailand.
Carnarvon spent $1,393,000 (2019: $1,666,000) in
new venture and advisory costs as the Company
continues to develop its significant regional
geological database. This has been integral in
identifying highly prospective opportunities within the
North-West shelf of Australia to add to the Company’s
string of successful discoveries.
During the financial year there was an unrealized gain
on foreign exchange of $847,000 (2019: $2,237,000)
due to the effect of a depreciation of AUD against the
Carnarvon’s USD cash and financial assets.
The Company does not currently use derivative
financial instruments to hedge financial risk exposures
and therefore it is exposed to daily movements in the
international oil prices, exchange rates, and interest
rates. The Company manages its cash position in US
Dollars and Australian Dollars to naturally hedge its
foreign exchange rate exposures having regard for
likely future expenditure.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19:
The market conditions associated with the COVID-19
virus have impacted business conditions whilst the
situation continues to progress and evolve. The
Company responded to the current situation with the
following:
•

The Company ensured the safety of its employees
by instigating working from home arrangements.
Whilst employees have returned its offices,
the Company is well prepared for increased
restrictions which may result in additional working
from home arrangements,

•

Company has increased health and safety
measures for its offices,

•

Planned seismic acquisition programs in the
2020 calendar year were deferred until market
conditions improved and vessel logistics are not
constrained by health issues,

•

The Company deferred approximately $3,730,000
of planned expenditure including seismic
acquisition,

•

The Company continued its Dorado operations
without material interruptions, and

•

The Company continued its farm-out processes in
relation to its exploration portfolio.

The market conditions associated with COVID-19 has
had a particular impact on the price of oil. This could
impact the Company’s strategy whereby:
•

The Dorado Final Investment Decision, planned
for 2021, is subject to market conditions,

•

Attracting suitable farm-out transactions may be
challenging until conditions approve,

•

Seismic acquisition and drilling activities may be
delayed until current border restrictions are eased,
and

•

The impact on debt and equity capital markets
from a declining oil price could result in greater
difficulty in acquiring funding, in particular for the
Dorado project.
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Given the ongoing economic uncertainty, these
impacts could change in the future.
The carrying value of the Company’s assets also
requires judgments which could be subject to
uncertainty due to the impacts of COVID-19. The
Company performed an assessment during the
period and has assessed that there has not been an
impact on the carrying value of its assets as a result of
COVID-19.
Despite the current impacts of COVID-19 on the
industry and the Company, the Company has
materially maintained its core operations. The
Company continually monitors the situation and will
re-assess the situation as it evolves.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Carnarvon recognises the importance of risk
management in order to deliver the Company’s
strategies and to provide sustainable value growth
to shareholders. Carnarvon manages its risks in
accordance with its risk management policy to
ensure the critical risks are identified, managed and
monitored.
The Company’s risk management framework is
overseen by the Audit and Risk committee. This
oversight of the effectiveness of the risk management
processes and activities provides assurance to the
Board and shareholders and supports the Company’s
commitment to continuous business improvement.
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MATERIAL BUSINESS RISKS
Economic and Financial Risks:
Additional information on financial risks are contained
in Note 25.
Oil Price
The financial performance, future value and growth
of Carnarvon is dependent upon the prevailing price
of oil. The price of oil is subject to fluctuations and is
affected by numerous factors beyond the control of
Carnarvon.
A sustained period of low or declining oil prices could
adversely affect the carrying value of Carnarvon’s
assets and the commercial viability of future
developments.
Carnarvon monitors and analyses oil markets and
seeks to reduce the price risk where reasonable and
practical. Carnarvon will develop a hedging strategy
upon sanction of future projects. However, due to
the early stage of Carnarvon’s projects, Carnarvon
does not have any active hedges against the price
of oil. Once Carnarvon’s projects develop further, the
Company will enter hedging contracts to mitigate
against fluctuations in the price of oil.
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Foreign Currency Exchange
Carnarvon’s financial report is presented in Australian
dollars, however, Carnarvon holds funds in both AUD
and USD. The retention of US dollars influences
Carnarvon’s reported cash holdings due to AUD /
USD exchange rates at each reporting period year
end which may result in foreign exchange gains or
losses in each period.
Carnarvon also incurs some costs in foreign
currencies, typically US dollars, which means
Carnarvon is subject to fluctuations in the rates of
currency exchanges.
To mitigate against these foreign currency exchange
fluctuations, Carnarvon holds a balance between
USD and AUD as a natural hedge to committed
future expenditures denominated in both USD and
AUD. Once Carnarvon’s projects develop further,
the Company may enter into hedging contracts to
mitigate against fluctuations in foreign currency
exchanges.
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Funding Risk

Joint Venture Operations

The nature of Carnarvon’s business involves
significant capital expenditures on exploration,
appraisal, and potential development activities.
Carnarvon’s business and the development of largescale projects in which Carnarvon pursues, relies on
access to debt and equity funding.

Carnarvon participates in a number of joint ventures.
This is a common form of business arrangement
particularly in the oil and gas industry in order to
share the benefits, risks and costs associated with
projects.

Limitations on Carnarvon’s ability to access funding
could result in the postponement or reduction of
capital expenditures, the relinquishment of rights in
relation to assets, adversely affect Carnarvon’s ability
to take advantage of opportunities and restrict the
expansion of the business. These could result in a
material adverse effect on Carnarvon’s business,
financial condition, and operations.
Carnarvon establishes funding plans for its material
projects to ensure that the optimal funding is obtained
to maximise shareholder value. This includes an
economic and commercial analysis of projects and
funding and ensuring that potential funding complies
with Carnarvon’s risk management framework.

Operational Risks:
Exploration
Exploration is a speculative endeavour with an
associated risk of discovery to find any oil and gas in
commercial quantities and a risk of development. The
future profitability of Carnarvon directly relates to the
results of exploration, development, and production
activities. If Carnarvon is unsuccessful in locating and
developing new reserves and resources that are
commercially viable, this may have a material adverse
effect on Carnarvon’s future business, operations, and
financial conditions.
Carnarvon utilises well-established prospect
evaluation and experienced personnel to evaluate
prospects and manage exploration risks. Carnarvon
also has a process to ensure major decisions are
subject to assurance reviews which include external
experts and contractors where appropriate.
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Subject to any sole risk development rights which
may exist in joint venture agreements, Carnarvon
may require the agreement of other joint venturers to
proceed with an exploration or development project.
Failure to agree on these matters may have a material
adverse effect on Carnarvon’s business.
To the extent that Carnarvon is a minority partner in
a joint venture, Carnarvon is dependant to a degree
on the efficient and effective management of those
operating companies as managers. The objectives
and strategies of these operating companies may
not always be consistent with the objectives and
strategies of Carnarvon. However, operators must
act in accordance with the directions of the relevant
voting majority or by the voting principles of the joint
venture.
Carnarvon must also pay its percentage interest share
of all costs and liabilities incurred by the joint venture
as required under a joint operating agreement. If
Carnarvon fails to meet these obligations it may
experience a dilution of its interests in a joint venture
or may not gain the benefit of the activities, except at
a significant cost penalty later in time.
Carnarvon manages joint venture operations risk
through careful joint venture partner selection,
stakeholder engagement and relationship
management. Commercial and legal agreements,
including joint operating agreements, are in place
across all Joint Ventures to define the responsibilities
and obligations of the Joint Ventures.
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Resource Estimates
Oil and gas resource estimates are expressions of
judgement based on knowledge, experience, and
industry practice. Estimates which are valid when
originally calculated may alter significantly or become
uncertain when new information becomes available.
Material changes to resource estimates may result
in Carnarvon altering its plans which could have a
positive or negative effect on its operations.
Carnarvon prepares its reserves and contingent
resources estimates in accordance with the
definitions and guidelines in the Society of
Petroleum Engineers 2007 Petroleum Resources
Management Systems. The assessment of Reserves
and Contingent Resources may also undergo
independent audit and review.
Development
The development of Carnarvon’s projects is
subject to a range of risks and uncertainties. These
developments are exposed to the risk of low side
reserve outcomes, cost overruns, timing delays
and production decreases. A significant poor
development outcome could result in material
adverse impacts to reserve and production forecasts,
future revenues, and operating costs.
Carnarvon mitigates these risks through the
careful selection of joint venture partners, where
possible, ensuring the utilisation of high quality and
experienced contractors throughout the development
process and conducts a series of assurance
and analysis procedures prior to committing to a
development.
Regulatory
Carnarvon operates in highly regulated industries and
jurisdictions. Changes in regulations or enforcement
actions could have material adverse impacts on
Carnarvon. Changes in Government, monetary,
taxation, operational and other laws in the countries
in which Carnarvon operates may also impact
Carnarvon’s operations.
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Carnarvon also holds interests in permits which are
governed by the granting of contracts, licenses,
permits, or leases by the appropriate government
authorities. Carnarvon may lose title to or its interest
in a permit if license conditions are not met or
insufficient funds are available to meet expenditure
commitments.
Carnarvon monitors changes in relevant regulations
and engages with stakeholders to ensure their
concerns are managed and that policy changes are
understood, to ensure the Company complies all
regulatory requirements.
Foreign Operations
Some countries within which Carnarvon operates
are developing countries that have political and
regulatory structures that are maturing and have
potential for future change. There is the risk that
certain events can have a material impact on the
investment and security environment within these
countries which could impact the assets held by
Carnarvon.
Carnarvon closely monitors the political
developments and events in the countries in which
it operates. Carnarvon engages with stakeholders in
these countries and maintains local offices which are
staffed and provide close monitoring and feedback to
head office management.
Key Personnel
Skilled employees and consultants are essential
to the successful delivery of Carnarvon’s business
strategy. Carnarvon relies on the services of certain
key management personnel, including its executive
officers, other key employees, and consultants. The
loss of any of these key personnel could have a
material adverse effect on Carnarvon’s business.
Carnarvon ensures it maintains competitive
remuneration practices relative to its industry,
including long and short-term incentive schemes, to
ensure it maintains the services of its key personnel
and has the ability to attract additional personnel as
required.
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Safety, Environment and Sustainability:
Health, Safety and Environment

Climate Change

Oil and gas exploration, development and production
involve a variety of risks which may impact the health
and safety of Carnarvon’s people, communities, and
the environment. There is a risk of injury or negative
health or wellbeing for Carnarvon’s employees. These
impacts could also lead to reputational damage or
fines to the Company.

Climate change and management of carbon
emissions may affect Carnarvon’s operations and the
markets for oil and gas. Potential risks arising from
physical changes caused by climate change include
increased severe weather events and rising sea
levels which may impact the Company’s operations.
There are also risks arising from policy changes
by governments which may result in increasing
regulation and costs which could have a material
adverse impact on the Company’s operations.

Carnarvon’s projects are also subject to various
laws and regulations regarding the environment.
Carnarvon’s exploration, development and production
can be potentially environmentally hazardous
giving rise to substantial costs for environmental
rehabilitation, damage control, and losses.
Whilst Carnarvon does not directly manage some
of its exploration and development activities, as a
non-operating partner, Carnarvon ensures it partners
with companies that maintain very high standards for
health, safety, and environment (“HSE”) management.
Carnarvon also actively manages its HSE risks which
is embedded in its operations and risk management
framework. This includes ensuring appropriate HSE
systems are in place and insurances are maintained.

Permit Interests
Permit
Australia
AC-P62
AC-P63
WA-521-P
WA-523-P
WA-435-P
WA-436-P
WA-437-P
WA-438-P
WA-155-P
R7

Carnarvon recognises climate-related risks and the
need for these to be managed effectively particularly
across the energy industry. As a result, the Company
actively monitors current and potential areas of
climate change risk.
Carnarvon is committed to continually improving our
climate change related disclosures as our processes
and understanding of climate change related matters
mature, alongside our activities and operations.

Basin

Equity

Joint Venture
Partner(s)

Partner
Interest

Indicative Forward
Program

Bonaparte
Bonaparte
Roebuck
Bonaparte
Roebuck
Roebuck
Roebuck
Roebuck
Barrow
Perth

100%
100%
100%
100%
20%
30%
20%
30%
70%
2.50% of 42.5% (ii)

Santos Limited (i)
Santos Limited (i)
Santos Limited (i)
Santos Limited (i)
Skye Exploration Pty Ltd
-

80%
70%
80%
70%
30%
-

G & G Studies
G & G Studies
G & G Studies
G & G Studies
G & G Studies
G & G Studies
G & G Studies, Appraisal
G & G Studies
G & G Studies
Appraisal

Note:
Denotes operator where Carnarvon is non-operator partner
(ii)
Carnarvon has an overriding royalty interest in these assets
(i)
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